
ABOUT WILSONHCG

Wilson Human Capital Group, Inc., (WilsonHCG) is the premium provider and global leader in innovative talent solutions that operates on the principle of 
providing true partnership to our clients. Through our highly configurable Talent Ecosystem™ model, we enhance the talent function into a strategic 
advantage. At WilsonHCG, the relationships we develop lead to the results our clients realize. Better People, Better Business.®
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EXECUTIVE SEARCH SERVICES

Proactively identify best-fit leadership for critical roles 
with WilsonHCG’s in-depth analysis of the market’s 
most qualified executive-level talent. 

  •  Name generation and systematic talent mapping

  •  Market & location information 

  •  Talent supply & demand models

  •  Organizational chart mapping

  •  Compensation benchmarking

  •  Area demographics analysis 

  •  Recruitment trends 

  •  Education completion trends 

  •  Competitive analysis 

Executive Market Mapping, Data & Research

OUR SERVICES
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PROCESS

Chief Information Officer

Chief Customer Officer

Managing Director, EMEA

VP, Engineering

VP, Corporate Development

VP, Global Support and Services

VP, Data Science & Analytics

VP, Talent Acquisition

Sr. Director, Global Field and Partner Enablement

Global Director of Tax

Head of Product Design 

Head of Product Management 

I've worked with a number of executive search 
firms and WilsonHCG provided the best experience 
of any.
GE L A G

WilsonHCG was always ahead of the process, set 
realistic expectations, provided crisp feedback to 
manage the overall process from beginning to 
closure. I recommend them very highly and would 
not hesitate to tap their expertise to place executives 
in my own organization.
CI  - Can te

“

“
Their communication and responsiveness 
throughout was extraordinary. The team did a 
great job of explaining the culture and 
opportunities to be a part of a growing global 
company.  I am thrilled I made the move! 
SE  VI  R I N
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